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Sophisticated scientific methods have opened up new dimensions in research
into the metal threads decorating ancient textiles. At the same time, some of
the results of the investigations have given rise to new questions to be answered.
A review is given of the results and problems of this new field of research.

The decoration of textiles
with gold can be traced

back thousands of years. The
first written record of it is
probably the quotation from
the Bible (right) which de-
scribes the making of Aaron's
vestment for service (ephod)
about the 12-13th centuries
BC. The value and the glitter of
gold have always attracted
man. Besides wearing gold
jewels, he has woven gold into
textiles; he has used gold for
embroidering his clothes; he
has decorated his church and
secular textiles with the pre-
cious metal (Figs. 1, 2 and 3).

`And he made the ephod
ofgold,

blue and purple,
and scarlet,

and fine twined linen.
And they did beat the gold
into thin plates, and cut it

into wires,
to work it in the blue,

and in the purple,
and in the scarlet, and in the

fine linen,
with cunning work."

Old Testament, Exodus, 39: 2-3

The gold threads that
were used in embroidery and
weaving were made in a vari-
ety of ways.

Generally speaking, they
consisted of metal strips that
were used either directly or,
more often, in the production
of composite threads, in
which the metal strip was
wound around a fibrous core
of silk, linen, cotton or other
yarns) (Fig. 4). Wire was also
used directly or for winding
around such cores (Fig. 5).
Pure gold, gold alloyed with
silver, gilded or gilt-silvered
copper and gold-like copper
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Scientific investigational techniques

Art historical studies of gold-threaded textiles can be
very well complemented by the scientific investigation of
gold threads:

— Morphology tests carried out by optical microscopy
and scanning electron microscopy permit one, in
addition to determining the type and dimensions of
the thread, to observe the technique used for manu-
facture of the metal strip or wire. In the case of strips
wound around a fibrous core, one can also see the
method of winding (twist, sparse, dense, etc.), col-
our, material, twist of the fibrous core, etc. With

Fig. 2
Chasuble

embroidered with gold thread
(17th century)

alloys (e. g. pinchbeck alloy or brass) were used as the
materials of the metal strips or wires.

The so-called membrane threads form a special
group of gold threads: they were once made by gilding
leather, parchment, paper or animal gut; and then
cutting the gilded material into strips. These strips were
also utilized in weaving and embroidery. For these
purposes they were used like solid metal threads, either
flat (Fig.6) or wound around a fibrous core (Fig. 7).
The currently used plastic film strips, coated with thin
aluminium or other metal by vapour deposition from
the vapour phase, may be considered as modern equiv-
alents of gold membrane threads.

Fig. 3

Gloves with gold lace and embroidery
(17th century)
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membrane threads, in addition to the above, the
organic support (animal gut, leather, etc.) can often
be identified.

— Material tests carried out by various physico-chem-
ical methods, e.g. atomic emission spectroscopy,
laser-microspectral analysis, X-ray fluorescence,
electron probe microanalysis, neutron activation
analysis, can be of help in determining not only the
composition of the metal but often the mode of
gilding as well.

Publications on textile history mostly contain little
information touching on metal threads [1], and more
rigorous research has been carried out only on some
specific finds [2]. Disregarding some earlier, compre-
hensive works [3, 4] comparative study of the origin
and techniques of manufacture of metal threads based
on analytical data started only during the late 1970s
and early 1980s [5]. The available analytical data are
by no means sufficient to reconstruct all the medieval
metal thread manufacturing techniques, nor do they
establish where, when and how the making of the
different kinds of metal threads started. They have,
however, not only expanded our knowledge signifi-
cantly, but have also raised new problems with the result
that unanswered questions are multiplying.

Before outlining what has already been achieved,
and what remains to be achieved in the research into the
gold threads used in Europe from the 11th to the 14th
centuries, let us first look at what kind of gold threads
were utilized for decorating textiles up to the end of the
first millennium.

Gold threads on early medieval textiles
in Europe

Textiles from the early medieval period are to be found
primarily in tombs; they are fragmentary. In the 5th to
8th centuries, it was mostly strips cut from gold foils
that were used to make braids for decorating cloth [6].
Among the exceptions, we might mention the gold
wires found in a Frankish tomb in Cologne [7] or the
thread made from gold strip wound around a silk core
excavated from Queen Aregonde's tomb in St. Denis,
France [8] . According to Petraschek-Heim [9] the wires
and the strips wound around a fibrous core might have
been imported from the East at that time.

Fig. 4
Detail of the gold embroidery on the collar of the

Hungarian coronation mantle
(12th century) [36]

Fig. 4a

Scanning electron micrograph of
the gold thread (gold strip

wound around a silk core; width
ofstrip: 0.20 mm) [37]
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Fig. 6

Detail ofa textile fragment
interwoven with membrane thread
(gilt paper strip; 18th-19th century)

Fig. 6a
Scanning

electron micrograph
of the gold thread

(width of strip:
0.30 mm) [37]
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Fig.. 7
Detail ofa textile fragment interwoven with

membrane thread
(silver gilt animal gut wound around a linen core;

14th century).

Fig 7a
Scanning electron

micrograph of the gold thread
(width of strip: 0,70 mm) [37]

In the 9th and 10th centuries, metal threads made
of gold strips wound around a fibrous core seem to have
been the types most commonly used [10]. One of the
exceptions is the metal thread from Traismauer (Aus-
tria) made from gilt silver strip wound around a fibrous
core [11].

Gold threads
on 11-14th centuries textiles in Europe

In the 11th to the 14th centuries, threads made by
winding solid metal strips around a silk core or mem-
brane threads were the types most commonly used in
gold embroidery and in woven gold fabrics.

Gold threads
made from gold strip
wound around a silk core

Most art historians state that gold threads (Fig. 8) made
with the traditional manufacturing technique men-
tioned in the Bible, were used at the beginning of the
2nd millennium. This involved cutting thin gold foil
strips and winding them around a silk core [12].

The rather scarce, secular or ecclesiastic, mainly
embroidered, gold threaded textiles from the 11-14th
centuries, are among the most precious treasures of
European museums. Gold threads of but a few of them
have been subjected to systematic morphological and
material tests. The data obtained by the investigations
up to now can neither confirm nor contradict the art
historians' statement mentioned above, but a number
of questions arise. If we can answer them, we will
possibly gain a clearer picture about the metal thread
manufacture of this period.

In Table 1 the results of our investigations and the
few published data available to me are summarized.
Data which can more or less be compared with one
another were collected. The morphologically uniform
threads were made by winding a solid metal strip around
a silk core. The thickness of the metal threads is not felt
to be characteristic (in certain cases the embroidery had
been hammered down; the metal strip might have be-
come loose or unwound in use or when sampling), so
this parameter has been omitted from the table. The
metal thread from the Bamberg textile was analysed by
classical microchemical methods, the others by neutron
activation analysis.

Tabulated data show that very narrow strips made
of pure gold or of gold alloyed with a small amount of
silver were used for making threads for embroidery.
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Fig.8
Embroidery thread from the

Hungarian coronation mantle
(11th century;

width ofgold strip: 0,25 mm)

The first question that arises is:

— How and where
were these gold threads made?

The making of gold foil is described in several medieval
sources (e.g. Papyrus Leiden, Lucca Manuscript,
Diversarum Artium Schedula). If these palm-size foils
were utilized to make gold threads, the fitting of the
roughly 10 cm long strips cut from them took a lot of
time since kilometres of thread had to be made.

For every centimetre of the Hungarian coronation
mantle, about 60 metal threads were fitted and sewn
together (couching technique) [16].  Thus, 1 cm2 of the
embroidery was made with a metal thread about 60 cm
long, consuming about triple the amount of wound
metal strip. Embroidery of the mantle surface (about
3 m2) consumed a metal strip of over 50 km in length.
If it was made by fitting strips cut out of palm-size foils,

Table 1

Morphological and material test results
of medieval gold threads

made ofgold strip wound around a silk core

The wrapping twist of a metal thread can be characterized,
similarly to that of textile yarns,
by the letters S or Z (see here):
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(for example an embroidered burial stole from the 13th
century; Italian brocaded silk from the 14th century)
but no investigational data are given. In this period,
metal threads had already been prepared probably from

gilt silver rather than
from pure gold or gold
alloy.

Gold threads made of
gilt silver

— What kind of tools
were used for cutting
foils into strips?

The majority of art histo-
rians date the appearance
in Europe of metal

• threads made from gilt
silver strips to the 13th or
14th century, when these
strips were made by gild-
ing rods of silver. From
these, wires were drawn
and flattened [21], so
that both sides of the
metal strip were coated
with gold [22]. In Fig. 10
such a gilt silver thread is
seen, Fig. Ila and b

	

Fig. 9	 shows the elemental
A woman spinning gold thread 	 composition of the sur-

Copperplate engravingfrom 'Etwas fair  Alle ,	 face and of the back of the
Part II, by Abraham a Santa Clara,	 metal strip. No difference

Würzburg, 1711	 in the composition could
	[38]	 be detected. In general,

no mention is made of the
gilt silver thread de-
scribed by Theophilus

Presbyter (12th century). He describes how silver and
gold foil can be soldered to each other and hammered
to a narrow band. From this band, fine strips could be
cut for winding around silk yarn:

"These are woven to aurifrigiums
for poor people

in the same way as for the rich,
only

that for these latter,
they are of pure gold"

[23].

If a great many cut strips
were to be examined,
perhaps we could decide
whether scissors-like
tools, blades or other
tools were utilized.

— By what method
was the strip wound
around the core?

Those metal strips we
have tested up to now have been fairly uniformly
wound, there was no case of a turned or twisted metal
strip. Presumably some device was used to guide the
strip and core even in these early times, as seen from an
18th century etching (Fig. 9). To the best of my knowl-
edge, no contemporary description or drawing is known
of such a tool.

I am not aware of the existence of any test data on
metal threads made with pure gold or gold alloy strips
from 13-14th century gold embroidery or weaving.
Flury-Lemberg [20] mentions some pieces from this
period made with gold strips wound around a silk core
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Fig. 10
Gold thread from a fringe (19th century;

width of metal strip:
0,25 mm)

For metal threads made by this method, only one
side of the metal strip is gold coated as can be seen in
Figs. 12 and 13a-b.

King's data [24] show that English embroideries
(Opus Anglicanum) were made with gilt silver threads
from the 11th century onward. This means that the use
of these types of metal threads began earlier in Europe.
This statement can also be supported by the fact that
some pieces of textile restored by Flury-Lemberg, dated
to the 12th century, were
also decorated with gilt
silver threads [25] ,

In Table 2 the results
of the investigations of
Hoke and Petraschek-
Heim [26], Darah [27],
Indictor et al. [28] and of
ourselves [29] are summa-
rized. If we wish to com-
pare the data, we should
take into consideration
the fact that the results of
analyses are given in dif-
ferent ways. Together
with Hoke and Indictor,
we measured the main el-
ement concentration of

the silver layer (on the back of the strip) by energy
dispersive X-ray analysis (microprobe); Darah used the
same analytical method but gives the ratio of the de-
tected main components not indicating which side of
the strip (surface or back) was analysed. For comparison,
a silver-to-copper ratio is given (as suggested by Hoke).

Hoke et al. distinguished European and Eastern-
made metal threads by the copper content of the silver.
They have found the silver-to-copper ratio in European

metals to be lower than in
Eastern ones and suggest
that an upper limit of 20
be taken for it. Darah's,
Indictor's and our data
seem to be in agreement
with this provenance attri-
bution.

No data up to now in-
dicate the use of strips
made by the flattening of
gilt wires in this period, or
that the method of gilding
the silver wire was other
than that described by
Baker [22] . All the exam-
ined threads dated to the
11-14th centuries were of

Au

Fig. ha	 Fig. lib

Elemental composition of the surface
	

Elemental composition of the back
of the gold thread seen in Fig. 10

	
of the gold thread seen in Fig. 10

[39]
	

[39]
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Possibly the Stole analysed by Indictor is the same as that examined by Hoke
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silver gilded on one side
only.

Thus, the question
arises:

— How was the silver
used for making strips
gilded in this early
period?

Fig. 12

Gold thread from a pouch (10th century,
width of metal strip:

0.20 mm)

And there still re-
mains the problem of the
origin of the different
types of gilt silver strips.
This poses the question:

— Where were the difer-
ent types ofgilt silver
strips (dif rently
gilded silver) first
manufactured?

In addition to answering
the above questions, we
also need a great deal of
data derived from investi-
gations carried out on
metal threads of precise
date and origin.

The distribution of the
different elements on the
cross-section of one-sided
gilded silver strips on the
one hand, and trace ele-
ment analysis verifying the
presence of mercury, on
the other, might give an
answer to this question.

Fig. 13a
	 Fig. 13b

Elemental composition of the surface of the gold thread
	

Elemental composition of the back of the gold thread
seen in Fig. 12/39]
	

seen in Fig. 12/39]

The second question is:
Gold membrane threads

— When did gilt silver strips
made of drawn wire appear in Europe?

Further, systematic analyses of accurately dated gilt
silver strips are needed to answer this question.

Membrane threads (Figs. 14a and 15a), referred to in
publications as Cyprus gold threads – "gold-saving"
threads of an ingenious concept – began to spread in
the 11th century, according to some researchers,
whereas others hold that this happened only in the 12th
century [30]. Flexible thread eased the weaving process;
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Fig. 14a
Membrane
thread: gilt
leather strip

wound around a
silk core. (strip

width: 0.40 mm)

Fig. 14b
Unwound and

flattened strip of
the

membrane
thread seen in

Fig. 14a

it reduced the weight of clothing or fabric, and — last
but not least — it decreased the cost.

Initially, the novel-type metal thread (or the metal
threaded textile) was imported from the East, from
Byzantium or possibly from Western Asian regions by
ships calling in at the ports of Cyprus (hence its earlier
name), or from North Africa across to Southern Euro-
pean ports. In Asia it had been rather popular; in China
and Japan membrane threads made with gilded paper
strips (Fig. 6) are still in use. In the 12-14th centuries
its use, mainly for weaving, was common in Southern
and Central Europe. From about the 13-14th centuries
it was also produced in European workshops. In em-
broidery, it seldom occurs, but if it does it is mainly after
the mid-14th century. With the spreading of gilt silver
threads, it gradually became replaced.

Early fabrics from the 11-13th centuries, woven
with membrane threads, are curiosities of textile collec-
tions, just as are items made with solid metal threads
from the same period. Many more textiles (mainly
fragments), made with membrane thread, are encoun-
tered from the 13-14th centuries.

In Table 3 Indictor's [31], Darah's [27] and our [32]
data on membrane threads are given. For a possible
comparison threads originating from outer Europe are
also included. Tests were carried out by different meth-
ods. Indictor and Darah used energy dispersive X-ray
analysis and so did we in the case of samples L-44, L-45
and L-46. In other cases, we analysed the metal layer by

atomic emission spectrography. The term "membrane"
in Table 3 means animal gut. The identification of the
support sometimes causes problems. When the organic
layer is transparent it can be considered as animal gut
(Fig. 15b). When it is not, its colour is brownish, and
it is not so thin; it could be leather (Fig. 14b), parch-
ment, paper or some kind of thicker animal gut.

The back of the strip shows the structure of the
organic support (Figs. 16 and 17). The silver-to-copper
ratios given are only for orientation; they do not reflect
the true proportions of the two elements, especially in
cases where gilt silver was used and the silver is corroded.

On the basis of the data, membrane threads earlier
referred to by the collective name "gold threads from
Cyprus" could be differentiated by the manufacturing
technique. We can find among them metal-coated
leather and animal gut strips. The metal layer is, in some
cases, of pure gold; in other cases, gold alloyed with a
smaller amount (or traces) of silver, or a larger amount
of silver with gold. The strips are wound around differ-
ent kinds of fibrous core (silk, linen, cotton) in an S or
a Z twist.

Based on the manufacturing technique, we can
distinguish several types of membrane threads — as
shown in Table 4.

The classification is often uncertain (for instance
because of the identification difficulties regarding the
support material). A unified investigation method of the

Fig. 15a
Membrane

thread: silver gilt
animal gut strip
wound around a
linen core. (strip
width: 0.25 mm)

Fig. 15b
Unwound and

flattened strip of
the

membrane
thread seen in

Fig. 15a
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Table 3
Morphological and material test results

of medieval membrane threads
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Table 3 (cont.)
Morphological and material test results

of medieval membrane threads
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membrane and of the metal composition could resolve
this problem in the future.

There are samples which cannot be included in
these types:

• leather or animal gut with gold or gilt silver layer
wound around cotton core (samples: KR 00135
and CMA 85.4);

leather with gilt silver layer wound around linen
or silk core (samples: CMA 48.498 and CMA
39.42);

• animal gut with gold alloyed with silver wound
around linen core (sample: 1);

• animalgutwith metal layer containing a large
amount of copper and some silver and gold (sam-
ple: 2) .

In spite of the information we obtained by study-
ing the membrane threads there are still some impor-
tant questions not yet answered: Fig. 17

Scanning electron micrograph of the back of
an animal gut strip, x 1000 0

[37]

Fig. 16
Scanning electron micrograph of the back of

a leather strip, x 1000
[37]

— How was the leather or parchment gilded?

On the surface of leather or parchment strips we can
find pure gold or gold-silver alloy (except for type 4a,
if they are parchment and samples CMA 48.498 and
CMA 39.42). We can suppose that some kind of binder
(e.g. egg yolk) was used for joining either gold foil [33]
or gold powder [34] to the surface of the organic
support, but the identification of the binding media
and the reconstruction of the process are still to be
done.

How was the animal gut gilded?

On the surface of animal gut strips, gold alloyed with
silver or gilt silver can be identified. What was the
method for joining the metal sheet or powder to the
surface? How did the early craftsmen carry out the
silvering and gilding of the same surface? Research is
going on to clarify this problem.
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Table 4
Differentiating the membrane threads on the basis

of their manufacturing technique
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— What were the tools for strip
cutting?

Just as for solid metal strips, the
width of metal-coated strips for
membrane threads is often less than
a quarter of a millimetre.

How was the metal-coated strip
wound around the core?

For a part of the threads, this method
seems to be the same as for threads
made with solid metal strips. In other
cases, however, the strip could hardly
be separated from the core, thereby
suggesting co-winding, i.e. the core
yarn was fastened at a point and was
then twisted together with the strip,
manually or by some device, possibly
while wet [35] a

There is another problem con-
cerning winding:

— Is there some technological or other explanation for
the fact that the threads on linen cores are almost ex-
clusively of S twist?

Except for the threads belonging to type 3 (where the
organic support could be leather as well) all of the
investigated membrane threads made of animal gut
wound around a linen core are S twist, while leather
strips are mostly Z twist. One wonders whether this fact
can be attributed to the bast fibres having a natural spiral
movement, namely that in one direction they are easier
to spin than in the other? A single linen- thread will
usually be S spun.

Examination of membrane threads raises another
question:

Might membrane threads be assigned to ages or terri-
tories by differences of manufacturing technique?

There are a great many uncertainties in determining age
and origin of fabrics woven or embroidered with mem-
brane threads. Metal thread test results could contribute
to a more exact categorization, if an adequate number
of test results for metal threads from exactly dated

fabrics assignable to given workshops or towns, were
available.

At the moment, only hypotheses can be forwarded.
For instance, it can be observed that membrane threads,
assumed to be of Eastern origin (Byzantium, Near East,
etc.) were almost exclusively made with direct gilding,
without a silver layer, and the support was mostly
leather. Threads were mostly wound around a silk core
that could be produced at that time in those territories
because of the Chinese links.

In Italian and German workshops, membrane
threads of silver gilt animal gut wound around a linen
core were used almost exclusively. The use of flax as core
material in European workshops might be attributed to
the lack of silk.

Scientific investigation, together with morphologi-
cal and analytical tests of metal threads not only brings
us nearer to a knowledge of skills in ancient times but
could also be of help in dating and determining the
origin of metal-threaded textiles. At the same time, the
new questions that have arisen are helping to determine
the direction of further research. ❑
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